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1) Dr. Betts
2) Mrs. Jenkins
3) Ms. Frazier

E-Learning
Day 5-Monday, March 23, 2020 (no school Fri., Mar 20, 2020)
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ELA  ELA  
Today we are going to read a story and identify the central idea 

and key details of a text.
Directions: Let’s get prepared for the lesson. Get out your ELA Journal   

and copy this definition. 
Central idea-is the central, unifying element of the story, 

which ties together all of the other elements of fiction used 
by the author to tell the story.
Key Details-a word or phrase that helps the reader make 

sense of what they are reading.

Click each title below to watch a quick 
review video if you need to. 

BrainPop Jr.: Central Idea
Flocabulary: Simple and Compound Sentences



1. ELA Journals
2. eLearning Day Five 

PowerPoint

Standard(s)

Materials and 
Resources:

5.RI.5.1 Quote accurately from a text to analyze meaning in 
and beyond the text

5.RI.6.1 Summarize a text with two or more central ideas; cite 
key supporting details.

Standard 4: Demonstrate command of the conventions of 
standard English grammar and usage when writing and 
speaking.

1. Interactive Read Along:
The Hard Stuff! All 
About Bones

2. Independent Reading
3. Independent Reading 

Response

Activities:

I Can…

• I can identify the 
central idea and key 
details of a text



Directions: Get you r ELA Journal. Open to a clean 
page. Write “Knowledge Survey” at the top. Copy the 
chart on the right in your ELA Journal. Answer ‘T’ for 
“TRUE” OR ‘F’ for FALSE, for each of the statements.

T FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT FT



























Discuss the Text
How do you think people know so 
much information about bones?

What are the similarities 
between the femur and cranium? 
What are the differences?

How would the safety of our soft 
organs be different without the 
protection of bones like our 
pelvis and rib cage?

Double click here to type your 
answer

Double click here to type your 
answer

Double click here to type your 
answer



Double click here to type your answer

Double click here to type your answer

Double click here to type your answer

Double click here to type your answer

Double click here to type your answer

Double click here to type your answer

Double click here to type your answer



Directions:
Drag a star         on 
top of the correct 
answer for each 
question. 
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ELA  ELA  
Choose One:

If you have access to a computer, go on Lexia or Raz-Kids.

For students who want to do extra work, read a story on EPIC, BookFlix, or Raz-Kids, NewsEla, or 
Readworks.org. 

OR

Read a book with your parent, grandparent, brother, sister, or friend. 

For questions about this lesson, email Dr. Betts at mbetts-field@richlandone.org

ACTIVITIES


